Fracture aspects of resin-dentin bonding in non-trimming microtensile test.
Comparative studies on resin-dentin bond strength and failure mode were performed between the conventional tensile test and the microtensile test with non-trimming small specimens, 1 x 1 mm in cross-section, for two brands of dentin bonding systems. The fracture surface of the conventional large specimen showed a catastrophic cohesive failure in dentin at its center and a lesser adhesive failure, suggesting that the whole failure was due to the development of some major cracks. The non-trimming microtensile test showed significantly larger average bond strength with markedly larger standard deviation and significantly larger fraction of adhesive failure than the conventional test. Some small specimens were extremely strong and some were weak according to the heterogeneous distribution of tight bonding and defective or deficient bonding over the whole dentin surface. These results suggest that the non-trimming microtensile test may potentially provide more realistic aspects of resin-dentin bonding than the conventional bulk specimen.